
Cover Page: National Center on Sexual Exploitation’s Policy on Sharing Proof 

 

WARNING: The material in this document may contain graphic text, blurred images, and survivor quotes that may 

trigger the viewer.  

 

Why do we post proof publicly? 

NCOSE researchers have collected this proof as evidence of the material that is made, contained, and/or distributed by 

the corporations and institutions NCOSE is confronting.  

Proof is shared with corporate executives, shareholders, and/or board members, as well as with policymakers, law 

enforcement, journalists, and the general public to give witness to the sexual exploitation and abuse that is often 

rampant, yet sometimes hidden, on these platforms. 

Why do you blur out images, including faces, if they’re publicly available? 

While we believe it is important to provide ample evidence of wrong-doing to support our claims and inspire change, we 

also strongly believe that no one – neither adult, nor child – should be exposed to the type of material our researchers 

collect: either for their own well-being, or out of respect for those being exploited. It is for this reason we 

pixelate/blur/block not only nudity or sexually graphic content, but also the faces of those being exploited.  

We also want to limit access to this material (unfortunately, a luxury not afforded to children and adults using many of 

the platforms and products made by these companies). Therefore, we add several layers before someone can access the 

proof, and also don’t include all the proof that we have obtained. If someone feels they need to see more evidence to 

understand the extent of the problem or the type of exploitation that is happening, they may request it of NCOSE by 

writing to public@ncose.com. 

Did you receive people’s permission to post? 

Any personal testimony shared to NCOSE directly is posted only with the affected parties approval.  

For material that is publicly available, we do not seek permission to post. However, we redact names and usernames of 

survivors from articles, social media, etc. even when publicly available. To read more about our commitment to ethical 

engagement with survivors, please go here. We do not redact names or usernames of exploiters who have posted 

publicly. 

Disclaimer: While we do collect information on those who request access to more proof, that information will only be 

used for our own, internal analysis. It will not be distributed, shared, or posted publicly or with outside parties. 

 

 

 

Proof of Exploitation on Spotify 

(Click on Table subheadings to be taken to that section) 

 

mailto:public@ncose.com
https://endsexualexploitation.org/walking-alongside-survivors/
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Pornography and Sexually Explicit Visual Content Easily Found 
Spotify’s Platform Rules prohibits “sexually explicit content,” which they say “includes but may not be limited to 

pornography or visual depictions of genitalia or nudity presented for the purpose of sexual  

gratification.” However, despite thee policies, such content is easily found on Spotify. 

  

https://support.spotify.com/us/article/platform-rules/
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Inexplicably, Spotify also surfaces designated children’s content next to results for pornography (next page). 
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Newspapers and influencers have also been raising concerns about the pornographic content on Spotify, in thumbnails 

as well as in audio content.  

• Spotify Has a Porn Problem — Here’s What Parents Need to Know, Bark, January 27, 2023, 

• What’s Going On With the Hardcore Porn Images on Spotify?, Vice, July 26, 2022 

• Spotify Overrun with Pornographic Images + Audio Content, Loudwire, August 2, 2022 

• Hey Spotify, Children Should NOT Be Exposed To This. Fix This Now., The Comments Section, December 21, 2022 

• If you search “music videos” on Spotify, dozens of pornographic tracks appear featuring sexually explicit album 

covers, Twitter, November 29, 2022   

https://www.bark.us/blog/spotify-porn-problem/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/jgpm94/whats-going-on-with-the-hardcore-porn-images-on-spotify
https://loudwire.com/spotify-pornographic-images-audio/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KPeoCkPFumU&ab_channel=TheCommentsSectionwithBrettCooper
https://twitter.com/AldoButtazzoni/status/1597739359528423427
https://twitter.com/AldoButtazzoni/status/1597739359528423427
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Inadequate “Explicit Content Filter” 
Spotify offers an “explicit content filter” which they assure parents will block “content which may not be appropriate for 

teens.”  

Content which is blocked by the filter is marked with an “E” as shown below. 

 

However, NCOSE researchers found that the majority of pornographic content on the platform is not marked explicit, 

and therefore not blocked by the filter.    

For example, all but the last two of the sexually explicit thumbnails shown in the former proof section were not marked 

explicit. 

In addition, audio pornography (recordings of sex sounds or sexually explicit stories being read aloud) is extremely 

prevalent on Spotify, and rarely marked explicit. Below are just a few examples:  

https://www.spotify.com/privacy/files/Parental_Guide.pdf
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The first results when NCOSE researchers searched for “porn” on a newly made 13-year-old account:  
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Another serious problem with the explicit content filter is that it does not block thumbnails and descriptions from view. 

We have demonstrated how thumbnails can often be sexually explicit or highly inappropriate for teens, and the same is 

true for descriptions [WARNING: non-blurred, graphic descriptions of sexual activity]:  
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Parents and Child Safety Experts have also been sounding the alarm about the inefficacy of Spotify’s explicit content 

filter, particularly with respect to pornographic content:  

 

Parent Reviews for Spotify, Common Sense Media

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/website-reviews/spotify/user-reviews/adult
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Spotify Has a BIG Problem, Chris McKenna, Protect Young Eyes, December 1, 2022  

• “Over the past 4 months, I've received multiple messages from parents about Spotify's explicit content 

weaknesses” 

• “@spotify, you need to be better. If there’s a toggle to remove explicit content, then please fulfill the promise of 

removing explicit content everywhere in your app (you CAN do this).” 

• “Even with Spotify's limited controls in place, TONS of ridiculously explicit content is still available.”  

An email to NCOSE from a parent who was dismayed to find that the explicit content filter did not block thumbnails and 

text, among other problems:  

 

Spotify deserves a spot on this year's list. My daughter is 15 so I thought Spotify would be a safe app for her to listen to 

music. With the introduction of podcasts came the inclusion of user created content, including sexually explicit audio and 

images.   

We have a family plan, so for her account I disabled explicit content. After disabling the feature I double checked by 

searching "nsfw" which would obviously include explicit rated materials. It would not allow me to play anything that 

was labeled explicit, however, I could view all of the describing text, pinned replies, and see the images. [emphasis 

added] 

I attempted to report the content, but could find no option to do so. Spotify's support page states you may "Report any of 

the following for our teams to investigate:  

Broken or incorrect content,  

Infringing, illegal, or hate content".   

https://www.instagram.com/p/Clo64HtvEgF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/spotify/
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Spotify Kids is for ages 12 and under according to the website, but this material is unsuitable for minors under 18. I will 

also mention all of the photos I saw in my quick search were animated. I don't know if it's a legal thing, but it is certainly 

unsafe and seems more geared towards kids. 

 

It is not difficult for kids to stumble on highly sexual content on Spotify. For example, NCOSE researchers stumble on it 

when trying to search for songs popular with teens, such as “Boy’s a Liar,” “Eat Your Young,” and “WAP.” In some cases, 

the researcher only needed to search the first innocuous word in the title before being served highly sexual results. It is 

therefore of the utmost importance that Spotify’s explicit content filter function to a high standard, to prevent children 

from being exposed.  

 

 

Further, content aimed at helping people overcome pornography addiction, as well as podcasts featuring interviews 

with survivors, were served next to real pornography. This could be triggering or re-traumatizing for people who are 

trying to heal from exploitation or addiction.  
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In addition to pornographic content, other content that is inappropriate for teens but which was sometimes not caught 

by the filter included content promoting pornography and prostitution websites. 
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Further, Spotify is used to circumvent filters on other apps. NCOSE researchers found a number of playlists like the 

following:  

 

 

 

Content Promoting Sexual Violence and Abuse 
 

Spotify’s platform rules prohibit “Advocating or glorifying sexual themes related to rape, incest, or beastiality.” However, 

NCOSE researchers were able to easily find content which normalized sexual violence, sexual abuse, and incest. 

For example, we found a podcast called “The Rape Show With The #1 Rapist In The Country,” which included tips on how 

to commit rape and how not to get caught by the authorities.  
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Further content normalizing or trivializing rape is shown below. The first image surfaced when researcher searched for 

“rap,” indicating how easy it is to come across this horrific content. 

 

With respect to normalization of incest, below are a few examples of content NCOSE researchers found: 
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NCOSE researchers also very easily found content on Spotify that participated in a trend of “step” incest, which has been 

normalized by pornography. A search for “stepbro” instantly pulls up an abundance of such content to scroll through.  
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Child Sexual Exploitation 
In January 2023, a case of an 11-year-old girl being groomed and sexually exploited on Spotify recently made news 

headlines. Sexual predators communicated with the young girl via playlist titles and encouraged her to upload numerous 

sexually explicit photos of herself as the cover image of playlists she made. 

• Warning over 'sickening' sexual grooming on Spotify as mother reveals how her 11-year-old daughter was 

tricked into uploading explicit pictures by paedophiles, Daily Mail, 01/06/2023 

• Claims schoolgirl, 11, was groomed on Spotify, BBC, 01/13/2023 

• Stockport MP raises Spotify grooming case in parliament after girl, 11, posted explicit pictures of herself, 

Manchester Evening News, 01/12/2023 

• 'The bottom of the world fell away when I found my daughter, 11, was groomed on Spotify', Mirror, 01/18/2023 

 

Survivor-advocate Catie Reay recently released a TikTok showing evidence of grooming on Spotify, such as playlists that 

tag other users and ask them to send sexually explicit content of themselves. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11606383/Warning-mother-says-11-year-old-daughter-tricked-uploading-explicit-photos-Spotify.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11606383/Warning-mother-says-11-year-old-daughter-tricked-uploading-explicit-photos-Spotify.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-manchester-64262918
https://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/stockport-mp-raises-spotify-grooming-25958260
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/the-bottom-world-fell-away-28978331
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• ⚠️ PSA ⚠️ for parents with minors using Spotify!!! When we say it’s happening everywhere… We literally mean 

EVERYWHERE., TikTok, January 3, 2023 

NCOSE researchers very easily found a number of suspicious Spotify profiles which may have been or be dedicated to 

the soliciting or sharing of nudes. In one case, we found a profile that shared an email address and tagged other users in 

playlists, asking them to send nudes. 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?extid=CL-UNK-UNK-UNK-IOS_GK0T-GK1C&mibextid=2Rb1fB&v=1636483060138642
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?extid=CL-UNK-UNK-UNK-IOS_GK0T-GK1C&mibextid=2Rb1fB&v=1636483060138642
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Further, while gathering proof of pornography on Spotify, NCOSE researchers came across apparent child sexual abuse 

material (CSAM) and consequently discovered that Spotify had no clear, accessible report procedure for CSAM. 
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Numerous Google searches attempting to determine how to correctly CSAM/child sexual exploitation to the platform 

failed to turn up instructions from Spotify. Instead, the search results simply turned up Spotify podcasts that talked 

about child sexual abuse, and news articles about cases of child sexual exploitation on Spotify.
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Eventually, after trying many different search queries, the first result for a query of “report content on Spotify” was a 

Spotify page with instructions on how to report “infringing, illegal, or hate content.” However, after trying the 

instructions on the CSAM, it did not work. We eventually discovered that the reporting mechanism is not available for 

podcasts (the majority of pornography NCOSE researchers found on Spotify was in podcast form!!)  

Spotify’s Reporting Instructions:  

https://support.spotify.com/us/article/report-content/
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Researcher right clicking on a similar podcast in the desktop app (the title of the actual content is not shown, to protect 

the victim). No report function. 

 

 

Reporting function is available for playlists, audiobooks, artists, and profiles, but not for podcasts, albums, and songs: 
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No report function:  
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Trying again, the second result for the query “report content on Spotify” finally took the NCOSE researcher to forms for 

reporting content. There was no category for reporting child sexual exploitation, nor any category for reporting illegal 

content. It was not obvious which category the researcher should report the CSAM under. 

 

NCOSE needed to research Spotify’s policies in depth to eventually find that the platform rules categorize “content that 

promotes, solicits, or facilitates child sexual abuse or exploitation” under “Dangerous content.” This was not very visible, 

mentioned at the very bottom of the section on Dangerous content. Further, categories of banned content on this page 

https://support.spotify.com/us/article/platform-rules/
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did not all correspond to the reporting categories, making it even more confusing for a user trying to report (reporting 

categories are shown in the screenshot above, platform rules categories screenshotted below). 

 

 

 

 

  

Nonetheless, because the platform rules categorized child sexual exploitation under “dangerous content,” the NCOSE 

researcher proceeded to report the CSAM under the category “violent or dangerous” on the report form. She was 

consequently dismayed to find that there was no option to add further details to her report, saying that it was CSAM. 

This is problematic because the Spotify team would not know that this report is of high priority to review. Further, 

without being able to add more details, a Spotify employee who is reviewing reports quickly may not correctly identify 

the nature of the concern (e.g. as the report was made about “violent or dangerous content” and the podcast was a 

BDSM podcast, the employee may assume the objection is to BDSM, not to a thumbnail which appeared to appeared to 

be child sexual abuse material).  

The extent of the details it was possible to add in the report is shown below: 

 

Ironically, the automatic message after making the report stated that Spotify “prioritize[s] reports about content that 

may cause harm.” Again, we wonder how Spotify is able to effectively prioritize when users cannot even properly 

describe or label what they are reporting!  
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In addition to indisputable cases of real child sexual exploitation, NCOSE found a plethora of content which it was not 

clear whether real child sexual abuse was involved, but which certainly normalized and fetishized child sexual abuse. 

Below is an example of an audio pornography podcast NCOSE found which depicted child sexual abuse (translation: 

“He’s not your son anymore! When the whole barracks attends the anal preparation of her child by her supervisor”) 

 
 

Further, we found a number of pornography podcasts labelled with the term “DDLG” (Daddy Dom Little Girl), which is 

well-known among sex trafficking investigators as an indicator of potential child sexual abuse material. The term “DDLG” 

is also often used to refer to adults roleplaying child sexual abuse. 

 

https://followmoneyfightslavery.org/expert-analysis-ofbropen-source-material-relating-to-child-sexual-abuse-material-and-sex-trafficking-occurring-on-onlyfans-com/
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In a similar vein, our team also found plenty of “ABDL” (Adult Baby/Diaper Lover) content on Spotify. This is another 

term denoting the roleplaying of child sexual abuse—specifically the sexual abuse of infants.   
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